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Slovak Synonym Dictionary
Abstract

This paper deals with the new Slovak Synonym Dictionary, a fundamental work
describing Slovak lexis on some 1,000 pages containing more than 40,000 paragraphs. Some theoretical issues concerning lexical synonymy are discussed, initial
lexicographic decisions are shown and an example entry is introduced. Lexicalcomputing questions addressed cover gathering of additional lexical evidence and
lexical data representation and validation. A sample dictionary page is presented in
the Appendix.

1. Introduction
The image of lexis is mirrored in synonym dictionaries by grouping
words of the same part of speech into semantically close or equivalent
microstructures joined by a common concept. These may be of different
varieties: Most synonym dictionaries just present 'bare lists' of words
with similar meanings (GLS 1974, DS 1990). There also exist, however,
such lexicographic descriptions of lexical synonymy where the relationships between individual list members are analyzed, functional and
stylistic characteristics are presented, and usage of words is shown in
examples or citations from literature (SS 1975, WNDS 1984, MSS 1989,
OT 1990). This type of complex description of lexical synonymy does
not only make accessible one of the communicatively most important
elements of lexis, but also comes with its own scholarly dimension, as it
becomes a source of deeper knowledge about the language. The authors
of the Slovak Synonym Dictionary (Synonymicky slovnik slovenciny SSS, or 3S 1995) have chosen as their objective to integrate these two
(pragmatic and scholarly) ways of description in presenting the Slovak
language in its full expressive richness and functional and stylistic
differentiation, and to produce a practical and user-friendly dictionary.
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2. Initial Considerations, Sources
The crucial question in compiling a synonym dictionary is how the
concept of lexical synonymy is to be understood. More simply, we can
speak about a narrower and broader scope of this concept. Our project
has adopted the broadest definition of lexical synonymy with partial
synonyms and quasi-synonyms also being taken into consideration in
producing synonymic chains. The actual selection of synonyms has been
governed by their real occurrence in the language, and it has been just a
question of our lexicographic method, how to capture the image of lexi
cal synonymy in its relative completeness.
While compiling the 3S, the authors considered descriptions found in
explanatory (monolingual) and bilingual dictionaries, specialized dic
tionaries such as the Dictionary of Foreign Words, Dictionary of Slovak
Slang, various sorts of terminological dictionaries, older synonym dic
tionaries, and also their own base of lexical evidence based on excerpts
from works of fiction. This was the first, and most important, phase of
data base collection.

3. Theoretical Issues
The core task in compiling this dictionary, however, was the creation of
chains of synonyms which included a general analysis of mutual rela
tionships between the individual members of these chains. In our
approach the well-known paradox has been utilized that in treating
synonyms (words of identical or similar meaning, but of different
acoustic and/or graphic shape) the attention must be paid, not to identity,
but to differences between the individual chain members.
The dictionary entry is headed by the root member of the synonymic
chain or a dominant. The dominant expresses in a most general way the
meaning common to all members of the chain. It mostly belongs to the
core of lexis and is usually stylistically neutral (i.e. not labelled as
colloquial, expressive, bookish, etc.). If the headword is polysemous, it
typically becomes dominant in its basic (non-derived) meaning, while
the other meanings are usually members of other synonymic chains. The
dominants are typically native lexical units, though, in some cases, also
the borrowed word can be dominant if it is widely known and more
frequently used than the native synonymous (but marginal) expression.
Identification of a dominant does not usually present a great theor
etical or practical problem. The synonymic chains are not formed by
groups of words that would share a totally identical meaning. In fact,
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quite the opposite is almost invariably true: the individual chain
members differ by their frequency, meaning shades, register or other
attributes, and the process of determining a dominant is a relatively
straightforward one. If, nevertheless, two semantically and functionally
identical candidate headwords should appear in the chain, then either two
different chains might be created that would likely contain identical
chain members (though a complete similarity is not expected), or a
secondary formal criterion (e.g. alphabetical) could be applied to
determine the dominant.
The next step in compiling an entry is the description of the domi
nant's meaning: it must be general enough to cover the essential meaning
of all members of the chain. Differential semantic components (se
memes) of the other chain members are always explained with respect to
their relationships to the root chain member or the dominant. This is why
our dictionary is also explanatory, which makes it different from most of
the other synonym dictionaries. In our dictionary, the meaning ex
planations may also include an antonym (if any exists).
To examine and compare meanings of individual members of the
chain, a method of complex semantic analysis has been applied. Sem
antic components ofhigher orders ofgeneralization (so called integration
or identification sememes) are common to all chain members, while the
individual synonyms differ mostly by lower-order sememes (speci
fication sememes) and, finally, by their so-called 'subsememes', which
represent what we usually call meaning (or other) shades. This was
where the attention was paid in creating comments to individual syn
onyms. The explanatory comments on words with meanings that
gradually diverge from that of the main headword can guarantee proper
understanding of synonymic relationships between the dominant and the
members of the chain. These relationships can be mainly found between
the chain members and the dominant (they are mutually inter
changeable), while between the individual chain members themselves
such relationships need not necessarily exist and they also need not be
mutually interchangeable. If, however, a word has a synonymic rela
tionship to some members of a chain but not to the dominant, it does not
belong to this chain.
The position in the chain assigned to the individual synonyms is
mainly governed by proximity of their meanings to the dominant and
their stylistic and functional labels. The word with the meaning closest to
the dominant is placed in the first position, immediately after the
dominant, usually regardless of its stylistic label, and, likewise, the word
that is most distant by its meaning and, possibly, also by its stylistic
label, is placed at the end of the chain. The chain, however, is not 'com-
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pleted' by this word - synonymic chains are open systems with the
potential for additional members to be appended.
Since synonymy is closely related to stylistics, it has been the
dictionary authors' ambition to present the chains in their full stylistic
and functional differentiation. The words are labelled as colloquial,
bookish, newspaper-style, special purpose (scholarly or scientific style),
administrative, poetic, biblical or religious. From the point of view of
emotional assessment, synonyms can be marked as expressive, or more
precisely as pejorative, euphemistic, hypocoristic orfamily-use, ironic or
jocular, and also as rude or vulgar. From the temporal aspect, the syn
onyms are qualified as old-fashioned or obsolete, archaic or historical.
Regarding the frequency, some words are labelled as rare, and from the
codification aspect, the synonyms are marked as dialectal, slang or sub
standard, with special graphic marking of 'incorrect' and 'uncodified'
lexical units.
A very important component of the dictionary entries are examples,
that demonstrate the use of synonyms in contexts. As examples, typical
collocations or broader contexts are chosen. In the case of very 'exclus
ive', marginal, or in other way 'very marked' synonyms, the authors'
names are also indicated.
A separate theoretical problem in this kind of a dictionary is the
treatment of semi-synonymy. Semi-synonyms are words with family
(generic) relationships, or with relationships of different levels of in
tensity or specificity. With words having a very general meaning and a
certain level of meaning diffusion, partial chains (subchains) are often
developed, e.g. with verbs like ist' ('to go'), hovorit' ('to speak'), or ad
jectives like ve/'fcy('big', 'great', or 'large'), cvfry('sharp'), etc. Having
the user in mind, our dictionary generously presents many of these
subchains. It is usually fairly easy to recall the general concept in one's
mind - it is, however, much more difficult to recall a word that would
reflect some specific features of a given reality. As an example, refer to
dictionary entries for verbs like zjest' ('to eat up'), ist' ('to go'), etc.
Other types of complex lexicographic problems can be found in
treating polysemy, reflexiveness and aspect of verbs (typical features of
Slavonic languages), as well as verbs with productive prefixes. The ex
perience gathered during the compilation of the dictionary has shown
that, in many cases, no direct 'lexicographic templates' could be used,
but a set of elaborate methodical procedures needed to be applied to
allow for identification of the real position of any given word within the
microsystem of the synonymic chain. The lexicographic solution adopted
need not be the only possible one. It must, however, reflect the language
reality in a truthful way. Authors of this dictionary are aware of many
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theoretical and practical lexicographic problems having alternative
solutions.
An important part of the dictionary is presented by cross-reference
entries. They represent some 3/4 of the total 40,000 main entries. In
many cases the headword refers to more than one main headword. The
network of cross-references has not been built in an 'exhaustive' manner,
as the reference lists might grow too long.

4. Example entry
The 3S entry contains: header (it contains the dominant member of the
synonymic chain), general explanation of the dominant, antonyms (if any
exist), members of synonymic chains, explanatory notes to define the
relationships of the individual chain members toward the dominant,
examples of synonym usage in a context, qualification labels (from the
point of view of style, frequency, etc.) and references. Polysemous
entries may contain several synonymic chains and/or several reference
lists. An example entry is shown in figure 1.
3tebotat' vydâvat' jemny, tichy, prfjemny zvuk (o vtâkoch; pren. expr. i
hovorit') • Svitorit': v krovi stebocû, svitoria drobné vtâciky; deti
Stebocû, Svitoria • äveholit' (spevavo): skovrânok sveholirannû piesen •
cxpr. Sevelit': vtâca seveli* cxpr.: övikotat' • öikotat': lastovicky c(v)ikocu •
expr. öipCat' (vydâvaf piskl'avy zvuk; aj o drobnej hydine):
kurence
ëipëia; mladé v hniezde öipöia • övirikat' • övrlikat' (o vrabcoch) •
d2avotat' (aj о l'ud'och) • trilkovat' • tidlikat' • et. klokotat' (vydâvat'
trilky): slâviky trilkujû, klokotajû
p0

Fig. 1: Exampleentry Stebotat' ('tochirp')

The members of synonymie chains are indicated by boldface, examples
are in italics and labels are set in smaiier typeface. All other elements of an
entry are in plain Roman.

5. Lexical Computing
The 3S dictionary belongs to those lexicographic projects where computer technology has been introduced in a relatively late phase of the
project's life cycle. Basically, most of the draft text of the dictionary had
already been prepared in a traditional 'paper and pencil' way, when the
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decision was made to speed up the dictionary-making process by using
PC(s) in the final stages of the publication preparation.
A so-called 'late computational support' approach has been adopted.
This methodology has been developed to cope with several on-going
lexicographic projects at the Linguistics Institute. Two rather serious
constraints had to be taken into consideration in designing this methodology. First, the Institute was (and, to a certain level still is) underequipped with hardware and software resources, available computers
tend to be of low computational power. Second, the level of 'computer
literacy' among individual authors was rather low. On the other hand, the
'goodwill' of some authors was an important positive factor that helped
greatly to computerize this project.
The key issues to be addressed from the computer scientist's point of
view were as follows: (1) providing additional lexical evidence, (2) designing a scheme to represent the dictionary data, (3) validating the dictionary data, (4) creating the procedure for merging and alphabetization
of the text, (5) preparing the final layout of the publication.
The main source of lexical evidence after the introduction of technology into the Project has been the machine-readable version of KSSJ
(Krâtky slovnik slovenského jazyka). This is a concise explanatory dictionary that has been indexed by the WordCruncher corpus-processing
package. The procedure of processing and indexing has been repeated
iteratively (three times) to obtain the most suitable access mode for the
dictionary compilers.
A simple markup language has been designed (Benko 1991) to
represent the dictionary text and additional information needed in further
data processing and validation. The markup language (MOM - 'my own
markup') uses four types of objects that denote structure and/or typeface
tags, special characters, extra accented characters and dic-tionary entry
identifiers. Most of these objects are represented by one- or twocharacter sequences, as shown in figure 2.
!vl83
"s4ebotat'" vydâvat'jemny, tichy, prijemny zvuk (o vtâkoch; pren. expr. i hovorit'),
"svitorit'": 'v krovî 5tebocu, svitoria drobné vtâoiky; deti Stebocû, svitoria',
"svehoIit'" (spevavo): '5kovranok 5veholf rannu piesen', lexpr.l "sevelit'": 'vtd6a
seveli", lexpr.:l "ovikotat', cikotat'": 'lastovicky 6(v)ikocu', lexpr.l "cipcat'"
(vydavat' piskl'avy zvuk; aj o drobnej hydine): 'kurence Cipôia; mladé v hniezde
cip6ia', "6virikat', cvrlikat'" (o vrabcoch), "dzavotat'" (aj o l'ud'och), "trilkovat',
tidlikat'", lpoet.l "klokotat'" (vydâvat' trilky): 'släviky triIkuju, klokotaju'
Fig. 2: Example entry in MOM notation
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The data validating procedures included the use of a validating parser
(based mostly on regular-grammar descriptions) to check common errors
like misplaced punctuation and delimiters, unbalanced paired elements
(brackets, start/close tags), incorrect sequence of meaning numbers, etc.
The ad-hoc 'batch' validation procedures were designed to check errors
like duplicate chain members, microstructure syntax violations, missing
or incorrect qualifiers and erroneously 'merged' or 'split' entries. The
most important validation procedure has been designed to check the
completeness and correctness of the cross-reference network. Both
'straight' and reference entries were transformed into a uniform 'syn
onym see dominant' representation that was loaded into a relational
database. After comparison of the two database files, the matching pairs
of references were marked as 'correct'. The superfluous entities on the
'straight' side were considered as new candidates for reference entries.
The unmarked 'reference side' entities were (manually) checked to find
the cause of error. This procedure was iteratively performed until all
references could be marked as correct.
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Appendix: Sample 3S page ('synonymy' and 'synonymous')
709

systematicky
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